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Founded in 1856, Orvis believes the most meaningful experiences 

are created by sharing the love of nature and being inspired by its 

endless possibilities. Orvis pioneered the mail order business in the 

United States, operates more than 80 retail stores in the U.S. and 

U.K., and maintains a network of more than 400 dealers worldwide 

as a trusted source of discovery and adventure in the natural world. 

Orvis promises to open the door to extraordinary outdoor experi-

ences and to protect nature by committing 5% of pre-tax profits each 

year to conservation projects worldwide. Learn more at orvis.com.

FALL 
CALLS  

Discover NEW Styles 
for a Fresh Perspective 

on a New Season 



WOMEN’S RECYCLED PUFF VEST
Look good, feel good, do good—all without sacrificing performance. Our diamond quilted puff vest sports 
a water-resistant recycled polyester shell and lining and Thermore® Ecodown®, a down alternative made 

from recycled plastic bottles. Just like natural down, this eco-friendly option offers lots of warmth with 
very little weight and minimal bulk. Finished with two generous pockets. In deep blue. Sizes XS(4), S(6-8), 

M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-20); about 25" long. Washable. Imported.
2XMH  $129

deep blue



natural

WOMEN’S EQUINOX ECO-FLEECE VEST
Day and night may be in perfect balance during the spring or fall equinox, but the weather rarely is. That’s 

when you turn to our new mid-weight eco-fleece. Made of 100% post-consumer recycled polyester, it 
sacrifices nothing in performance for sustainability—in fact, it’s our most technically superior fleece yet. 

Highly compressible, it’s easy to stuff in a backpack or a carry-on. Stash your valuables in the zippered nylon 
chest pocket or two zippered hand-warmer pockets. In natural. Sizes XS(4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-

20); about 25" long. Washable. Imported.
2X5P  $98





ENNIS LONG-SLEEVED TECH WOVEN SHIRT
Hike, fish, paddle, or just get out there in this quick-dry, moisture-wicking shirt with mechanical stretch 
for complete freedom of movement. UPF 30 protects from sunburn and sun damage so you’ll be safer 
out on the water or the trail. The reinforced shoulder yoke stands up to the rigors of a backpack, and 
the forward shoulder seams prevent irritation from pack straps. Finished with roll-tab long sleeves that 
convert to elbow length and a hidden sunglasses cleaner. Sizes XS(4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-

20); about 26" long. Polyester/nylon. Washable. Imported.
2X6B  $89

loden



MEN’S FLAT CREEK TECH FLANNELS
Help make a difference with an eco-conscious shirt that plays a part in the sustainability of the planet. 
Recycled oyster shells and PET polyester (think plastic bottles) are blended with cotton and spandex 
to create an eco-blend that is then brushed to a soft hand. Hidden sunglasses cleaner built into the 

hem. In desert green, light blue plaid. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Cotton/recycled 
polyester and oyster shell/spandex. Washable. Imported. 

2SSE $89

desert 
green

light blue 
plaid



MEN'S EQUINOX ECO-FLEECE VEST
Day and night may be in perfect balance during the spring or fall equinox, but the weather rarely is. That’s 

when you turn to our new mid-weight eco-fleece. Made of 100% post-consumer recycled polyester, it 
sacrifices nothing in performance for sustainability—in fact, it’s our most technically superior fleece yet. 
Warm, lightweight, compressible, and breathable, it also wicks moisture and dries quickly. The fleece 

features textured Sherpa fleece on the face, with a soft, smooth back for next-to-skin comfort. And you’ll 
always move easily with its mechanical stretch. Under waders or a field jacket, or worn as an outer layer, 
the fit is athletic to reduce bulk, without being too snug. In natural. Sizes M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), 

XXL(50-52). Polyester/nylon. Washable. Imported.
2YYZ  $98

natural





SAFE PASSAGE® PACK-AND-GO DUFFLE
The duffle bag for the modern traveler, our Pack-and-Go Duffles are easy to pack, ready to go, and convert 

for use as a backpack, crossbody bag, or traditional duffle using the adjustable and removable straps. Highly 
water resistant and durable, thanks to the TPU-coated 900D poly fabric with sealed seams, and PU-coated 
water-resistant zipper with storm flap, this bag keeps your gear dry and protected. Wide mouth-opening for 

easy packing, with compression straps on either end for cinch-down security. Exterior water-resistant side zip 
pocket; sewn-in grab handles on each end allow for quick grab. The duffle packs away small in its own carry 
bag, so you can always have it at the ready. Two convenient sizes to handle trips of any length. In graphite. 

43L is 2,624 cu. in. and weighs 1.4 lbs. 65L is 3,966 cu. in. and weights 1.6 lbs. Spot clean. Imported.
2TK8  43L  $149
2ZSK  65L  $169

graphite

Each duffle packs away 
into its own small carry bag.





WOMEN’S PRO INSULATED HOODIE
The Women’s PRO Insulated Hoodie offers a contoured fit for female anglers and uses body mapped insu-
lation to provide optimal temperature control through a wide range of activity levels and environments. 80g 
PrimaLoft® Gold Active insulation protects the body’s core, head, and arms. 80g Polartec Alpha, designed 
for Special-Ops teams, is strategically placed to regulate body heat and moisture. Ultralight 20D stretch 
nylon ripstop with a special coating provides added tear, wind, and water resistance. Abrasion-resistant 

stretch-woven cuff panel and zippered, fleece-lined handwarmer pockets. Zippered chest pocket for 
storage and internal zippered security pocket doubles as a stuff sack. Low-profile scuba-style hood. High-

quality YKK® zippers and DWR (Durable Water-Repellent) coating. Athletic fit. In dragonfly, black. Sizes 
XS(4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-20). Nylon shell and liner. Polyester insulation. Washable. Imported.

2SGJ  $229

dragonfly 

black



WOMEN’S PRO INSULATED VEST
The Women’s PRO Insulated Vest uses body mapped insulation to provide optimal temperature control 

through a wide range of activity levels and environments. 80g PrimaLoft® Gold Active insulation protects 
the body’s core. 80g Polartec Alpha, designed for Special-Ops teams, is strategically placed to regulate 
body heat and moisture. Ultralight 20D stretch nylon ripstop with a special coating that provides added 
tear, wind, and water resistance. Fleece-lined hand-warmer pockets. Zippered chest pocket for storage, 
and internal zippered security pocket that doubles as a stuff sack. High-quality YKK® zippers and DWR 

(Durable Water-Resistant) coating. Athletic fit. In alloy. Sizes XS(4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18-20). Nylon 
shell. Polyester insulation. Washable. Imported.

2SGL    $159

alloy



W H E N  YO U  D O N AT E  TO  T H E  P E T F I N D E R  F O U N DAT I O N ,  
we match your donation and every dollar goes towards supporting thousands of shelters nationwide 

that rescue dogs and place them in loving homes. Your donations have helped implement dog 
playgroup programs in shelters across the country. This essential social time improves each  

dog’s overall health and quality of life, increases the dog’s likelihood of getting adopted, and helps 
ensure more compatible adoption matches. Participating shelters also report a reduction in canine 

aggression and an increase in volunteer support. Help us support more playgroups! Because, after all,  
we all could use more playtime. Join the action and donate today at orvis.com/petfinder.          

+
THE PETFINDER FOUNDATION

Partnering to rescue dogs & save lives.

TO G E T H E R ,  W E  P R OT E C T  W H AT  W E  LOV E

LEARN MORE  AT
5050onthewater.
orvis.com

COME FISH  
WITH US

BE A PART OF IT!
Visit us at orvis.com/5050 to find resources, 
read profiles of fellow female anglers, use our 
event finder, and more!

TWILL 50/50 HAT
2SSY  $29 

WOMEN’S 50/50  
SHORT-SLEEVED TEE

2SSS  $29

50/50 TRUCKER HAT
2SSZ  $29

MEN’S 50/50  
SHORT-SLEEVED T-SHIRT

2SST  $29
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MEN’S PRO INSULATED HOODIE
The PRO Insulated Hoodie uses body mapped insulation to provide optimal temperature control through 

a wide range of activity level and environments. 80g PrimaLoft® Gold Active insulation protects the body’s 
core, the head, and arms with weightless, highly-packable warmth ideal for active pursuits. Polartec® 

Alpha® (80g), designed for Special-Ops teams, regulates body heat and moisture through the side panels 
allowing the jacket to be comfortably worn through a wide range of temperatures and activities. The outer 

and liner are an Ultralight 20D stretch nylon ripstop with a special coating that provides puncture, tear, 
wind and water resistance. Abrasion-resistant stretch-woven cuff panel and zippered, fleece-lined hand-

warmer pockets. Zippered chest pocket and internal zippered security pocket that doubles as a stuff sack. 
Low-profile scuba-style hood for easy layering and better visibility. High-quality YKK® zippers and DWR 
(Durable Water-Repellent) coating. Athletic fit ideal for layering. In turbulence. Sizes S(34-36), M(38-40), 

L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Nylon shell and liner. Polyester insulation. Washable. Imported.
2SGH    $229

turbulence



MEN’S PRO INSULATED VEST
The Men’s PRO Insulated Vest uses body mapped insulation to provide optimal temperature control 

through a wide range of activity level and environments. 80g PrimaLoft® Gold Active insulation protects 
the body’s core. 80g Polartec Alpha, designed for Special-Ops teams, is strategically placed to regulate 

body heat and moisture. Ultralight 20D stretch nylon ripstop with a special coating that provides tear, wind, 
and water resistance. Zippered, fleece-lined hand-warmer pockets. Zippered chest pocket for storage 
and internal zippered security pocket that doubles as a stuff sack. High-quality YKK® zippers and DWR 

(Durable Water-Resistant) coating. Athletic fit. In hot sauce. Sizes S(34-36), M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), 
XXL(50-52). Nylon shell. Polyester insulation. Washable. Imported

2SGK  $159

hot sauce



MIRAGE LT
Designed to balance perfectly with lighter rods, Mirage LT features a lighter version of the sealed and maintenance-

free carbon and stainless steel disc drag system that adjusts from zero to full drag in a single drag knob rotation. 
With zero start-up inertia and precise low-end control, it eliminates line shock and protects light tippets with the same 
silky smooth drag, and yet offers more stopping power than you will ever need for trout, bass, pike, musky, or carp. 

30% lighter and 30% narrower, the LT offers the same increased retrieve rates, reduction in line coil, and is machined 
from the same strong, yet lightweight, 6061 T6 aluminum barstock as the Mirage. Ergonomically designed, machined 

aluminum handle. Quick-release spool easily converts from left- to right-hand retrieve. Type II anodizing. Titanium 
shaft reduces weight and adds durable power transmission. Fully radiused reel foot. Low-profile counterweight won’t 

catch fingers or fly lines. In midnight with silver accents, olive with silver accents. Made in USA.

reel in 
olive

spool side 
in midnight

  Size Dia. & Wt. Line Wt. Item # Reel Price Spool Price Dacron® Backing
Mirage LT I 3.1"  4.1oz. 1-3 2MTS $349 $198 WF2: 75 yds.

Mirage LT II 3.4"  4.3oz. 3-5 2MTT $379 $209  WF4: 125 yds.

Mirage LT III 3.7"  4.5oz. 5-7 2MTX $398 $219 WF6: 125 yds.

Mirage LT IV 4"  5oz. 7-9 2MTY $429 $229 WF8: 200 yds.



PRO LT HUNTING PULLOVER
On cool, early season mornings, this versatile pullover will give you the extra layer you need to fight the 
chill and damp. When the day warms up, it packs down super small to fit in your vest or pack. The DWR 

finish sheds moisture and the tightly-woven, yet highly-breathable fabric resists punctures and keeps you 
cool during activity. With ample stretch in both body and side panels, this pullover moves easily through 
the shot. Deep 3/4 zip aids temperature regulation and allows easy on/off. In tan/blaze. Sizes S(34-36), 

M(38-40), L(42-44), XL(46-48), XXL(50-52). Polyester/spandex. Washable. Imported.
2XJZ  $129

tan/blaze





SOFTSHELL DOG JACKET
Our proven technical softshell, used in our most popular hunting jacket, is the foundation for this rugged, 

protective jacket for your dog. It provides a breathable, water-resistant layer for any season. Made for 
active days outdoors, the fabric is tightly woven to prevent briars and burrs from sticking, yet lightweight 

enough to be comfortable. The DWR coating sheds dirt and water. When you need to attach a leash, 
there’s an opening that allows you to easily access the D ring on your dog’s collar. Soft, brushed tricot 

lining. Collar features antique-finish brass snaps. Available in blaze orange to keep your dog safe wher-
ever the day may take you. To ensure the best fit, measure your dog’s back from the base of the tail to the 

base of the neck. In blaze orange. Sizes S (17"), M(21"), L(23"), XL(25"). Polyester. Washable. Imported.
2YJG  $49

blaze orange



DENIM AND SHEARLING CUDDLER DOG BED
The plush bolsters on four sides offer your dog a sense of safety and security, as well as back support 
and a place to rest their head. The denim cover resists staining and the rich color won't rub off, thanks 

to a special dye process. The interior is a cozy, durable Sherpa fleece. The cushion is filled with our 
eco-friendly ComfortFill, made from 100% recycled plastic bottles. Pure cotton denim outside, polyester 

shearling inside. In denim. Polyolefin liner. Cover removes for machine washing. Imported.
2Y4S

X-Small 23" x 17", dogs up to 15 lbs. $109
Small 26" x 19", dogs 15-25 lbs. $129

Medium 32" x 24", dogs 25-45 lbs. $159
Large 38" x 27", dogs 45-70 lbs. $189

X-Large 44" x 30", dogs 70-100 lbs. $198

denim



HANDMADE STONEWARE DOG BOWL
Beautiful dinnerware for your pampered pooch. This sturdy stoneware bowl is fired with a scratch-resistant 
glaze that will hold up to years of feeding frenzies. With your pet's well-being in mind, the glaze and stone-
ware are lead-free. Each bowl is handmade in the US by a family shop that was started by two brothers—

right out of high school. Holds about 41/2 cups of food or water. In copper, blue. Diameter 7", depth 31/2". 
Dishwasher safe. Made in USA.

2TF8   $49

copper

blue



ORVIS ADVENTURE-READY SUNBRELLA® THROW
Handwoven in the USA exclusively for Orvis, a throw designed for the home that’s inspired by a life 

lived outdoors. Traditional camp blanket styling that is as carefree as it is durable. Kid-, dog-, and 
adventure-friendly—and trimmed in blaze orange for an extra dash of color—perfectly sized to migrate 
with you from your favorite reading chair to the patio and beyond. Made from high-performance, light-
weight Sunbrella® yarn that is texturally appealing and feels as soft as cotton. Fade-resistant throw will 
not disintegrate from moisture or charmingly unpredictable outdoor elements. In summit. 72"L x 44"W. 

Acrylic. Washable.
2Y32  $239

summit





HANDMADE CERAMIC GROWLER AND HOWLER
An Orvis exclusive. The perfect way to take home your favorite craft beer. Handmade in Kalamazoo, 

Michigan, each ceramic growler features a flip-tight lid with a porcelain topper that promises an airtight 
secure fit that keeps your beer fresh. Artisans used replicated artwork from antique engravings; choose 

the evergreen or trout design. In green, cream. 81/2"H x 6"W x5"D howler; 12"H x 7"W x 5"D growler. Hand 
wash. Made in USA. 

2YNC
32-oz. howler  $79
64-oz. growler  $98

green

cream





CONTACT: Jessica Donahue, Marshall Communications on behalf of The Orvis Company, Inc. 
207.620.9075 | jdonahue@marshallpr.com

ABOUT ORVIS
Founded in 1856, Orvis believes the most meaningful experiences are created

by sharing the love of nature and being inspired by its endless possibilities.

Orvis pioneered the mail order business in the United States, operates more than

80 retail stores in the U.S. and U.K., and maintains a network of more than 400 dealers

worldwide as a trusted source of discovery and adventure in the natural world.

Orvis promises to open the door to extraordinary outdoor experiences and to protect

nature by committing 5% of pre-tax profits each year to conservation projects worldwide.

Learn more at orvis.com.
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